How Livewire Helped Janie Molster
Designs Increase Visibility At Night

About Janie Molster Designs
Janie Molster believes great design should delight, inspire, and embrace her clients. Her
portfolio ranges from family homes to boutique hotels, urban apartments, restaurants,
and retail stores. She is soup to nuts - providing the blueprint and install on all of her
projects. House Beautiful, Traditional Home, Southern Living, and the Wall Street Journal
have all featured her work. The Washington Post cited the guest experience embedded in
her “stunning redesign” of the tasting room at Early Mountain Vineyards, located north of
Charlottesville. It’s not hard to see that she’s a master at transforming public and private
spaces.

About the Space
Janie Molster Design’s headquarters are located on the corner of Three Chopt and Cary
Street - a great location in the West End of Richmond. This free standing building is in a
mixed residential and commercial area with lots of foot and street traffic. The inside of the
space is beautiful and welcoming, and the outside has the perfect curb appeal with a home
aesthetic that stands out to passersby.

The Challenge
Janie’s space is stunning inside. Upon entering, you’re presented with her unique style in a
welcoming and inspiring environment. But as gorgeous as it is on the inside, the outside of
the building was poorly lit at night, making it impossible to stand once the sun went down.
In addition to losing visibility at night, the amount of foot traffic on the street combined
with poor outdoor lighting made the building in need of a security upgrade.

Illuminating Their Space
We approached the Janie Molster Design team precisely because we noticed the poorly
lit building and knew we could help with visibility! Livewire offers a wide array of outdoor
lighting options that we knew would look great.
Our team installed free-standing lights, washers on the building, uplighting in the trees, and
installed lights to help illuminate the signage. Now, the building is hard to miss and looks
great from the outside any time of day! It also helps make the building a little more secure
- deterring suspicious activity around the building.
“Our building is much more eye-catching when you’re driving by at night.” - Janie Molster
In addition to the lighting system, we also updated their security panel, making it easy to
monitor the building from anywhere.

Why They Chose Livewire
“Everyone at Livewire is very nice. Our space is very busy with lots of activity and ongoing
meetings. Their team was tidy and very easy to have in the workspace. The signage was
difficult to get just right, but Livewire continued to tweak it until we were happy.”

